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1. Introduction
The Customer‐Led Network Revolution (CLNR) aims to understand current, emerging and possible
future customer energy characteristics, to allow for a more optimal planning of the energy system in
the context of increasing electrical demand and deployment of low‐carbon forms of energy
generation.
For this purpose, large numbers of customers were recruited1 and divided into different samples or
test cells (TCs), each with a particular combination of metering type, energy tariff and/or low carbon
technologies. These tariffs or technologies, referred to as “interventions”, are designed to modify
customers’ energy use characteristics, either directly or through changes in behaviour.
This document details the final analysis of Test Cell 1b, which is the SME baseline dataset and adds
to previous work in December 2012 and April 2013, which explored some of the early findings of the
CLNR trials. The dataset for this test cell was separately published in August 20142.
Test Cell 1b collected electricity usage statistics from over 1500 SME customers across business
sectors and creates an overall picture of current SME electrical consumption in the UK. No
interventions were applied to TC1b, allowing this to be used as the control group or baseline against
which the impacts of interventions (such as low carbon technology or Time of Use tariffs) applied to
other SME test cells, can be compared.
This report describes the dataset used in TC1b, provides baseline energy consumption
characteristics for different business sectors and looks at the system peak demand on the days of
greatest network stress.
The load profiles presented will be of interest to distribution network engineers and designers, as
well as DNO operations as a whole, academic bodies and the wider electricity industry. Specifically,
the information presented here will be used to direct further work on developing profiles before and
after interventions, with a view to updating network design tools.

1
2

CLNR‐L036: Project lessons learned from trial recruitment
CLNR‐L073: Test Cell 1b Dataset: Basic profiling of SME customers
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2. Sample
Test Cell 1b is the basic profiling of regular small and medium enterprises (SME) through the
monitoring of customers' overall consumption using British Gas' existing Smart Metering population.
The data provides a baseline of demand profiles across a range of business customers which have
been previously defined3 and are shown in table 1 below.
Test Cell
sub‐group

3

Sector

SME 1.1

Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry; Fishing ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (1‐9
employees)

SME 1.2

Industrial ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (1‐9 employees)

SME 1.3

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (1‐9 employees)

SME 1.4

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (1‐9 employees)

SME 1.5

Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry; Fishing ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (10‐49
employees)

SME 1.6

Industrial ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (10‐49 employees)

SME 1.7

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (10‐49 employees)

SME 1.8

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (10‐49 employees)

SME 1.9

Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry; Fishing ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (50‐249
employees)

SME 1.10

Industrial ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (50‐249 employees)

SME 1.11

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (50‐249 employees)

SME 1.12

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff (50‐249 employees)

SME 1.13

Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry; Fishing ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (1‐9
employees)

SME 1.14

Industrial ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (1‐9 employees)

SME 1.15

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (1‐9 employees)

CLNR‐L107 Test cell protocol: Selection criteria for SME customers
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Test Cell
sub‐group

Sector

SME 1.16

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (1‐9 employees)

SME 1.17

Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry; Fishing ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (10‐49
employees)

SME 1.18

Industrial ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (10‐49 employees)

SME 1.19

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (10‐49 employees)

SME 1.20

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (10‐49 employees)

SME 1.21

Agriculture, Hunting and Forestry; Fishing ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (50‐249
employees)

SME 1.22

Industrial ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (50‐249 employees)

SME 1.23

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (50‐249 employees)

SME 1.24

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff (50‐249 employees)

SME 1.25

Commercial/Office ‐ Multi‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff

SME 1.26

Public Sector and Other ‐ Multi‐Site, Single‐Rate Tariff

SME 1.27

Commercial/Office ‐ Multi‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff

SME 1.28

Public Sector and Other ‐ Multi‐Site, Multi‐Rate Tariff
Table 1 – Test cell sub‐group SME business sector / categories

This report is based on a total of 1514 customers, with data taken on a half hourly basis between 1
September 2011 and 30 August 2012. As part of this study, the peak demand day and (potential)
peak PV supply day were also identified.
The purpose of this test cell analysis is to allow network operators to understand in more detail
energy usage across the day and how this varies with business profile. It will also acts as a control
cell for the balance of the other CLNR SME trials, which have been analysed and written up
separately4. In addition Durham University conducted social science interviews and a survey with
SME customers.56

4

CLNR‐L099 Insight Report: Small and Medium Enterprises
CLNR‐L103 SME customers: Energy practices and flexibility
6
CLNR‐L232 Key social science findings: Domestic and SME customers
5
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3. Methodology
3.1.

Assumptions

The assumptions are that the members of each business group behave in a reasonably similar way in
terms of their electrical demand. By computing the standard deviation for each customer group, it is
possible to assess the validity of this assumption. It will also be assumed that the sample taken from
a single year is reasonably consistent with any other year.
Peak demand was defined as the days containing the highest average half hourly measured demand.
Specifically, the maximum half hour demand was identified for each day, and the days with the two
greatest peaks were identified. The peak identification was performed on both raw demand data
and normalised demand.
Normalisation of demand was based upon a customer’s annual consumption. For every customer,
the half hourly demand data was divided by the customer’s total (annual) consumption. The total
consumption was computed by summing the half hourly demand across the year divided by 2 to
yield kWh. It was assumed that missing half hourly data would be negligible in this sum.

3.2.

Trial Method and Parameters

The trial involved collecting data from 1514 SME customers to measure their half hourly electrical
demand over the period between 1 September 2011 and 30 August 2012. These customers were
assigned to one of 28 groups, as defined in CLNR‐DEI‐RE007 (details in Appendix).
For the time of year profiles, the full data set was used to compute a daily demand profile for each
day of the year. From this set of daily average demand profiles, masks were defined to select the
weekdays, weekend, months and seasons. These daily averages were then averaged together to
compute the average demand profile for the various profiles required. Each profile was reported
along with the number of days from the year selected to generate that profile. It should be noted
that due to missing days from the data collection that the year contained 363 measured days.
For the business group profiles, a similar approach was taken. For each customer, the half hourly
data across the full year was averaged into a single daily demand profile for that customer. Then,
these average daily demand profiles were used to generate the summaries for the various groups,
including the full population. Each business group profile was reported along with the number of
customers that formed the group.
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For the peak identification, the daily average demand profile across all customers was used. For
each day in the year, the peak half hour demand was identified, followed by then identifying the day
with greatest demand (labelled as Peak day 1). Conversely, the second peak (labelled Peak 2) was
defined as the day where there is the greatest potential for reverse flow (high PV generation and
low network demand). This was identified by focusing on summer days (defined by Elexon seasons)
between the hours of 8am and 8pm where the minimum demand was observed. Then for each peak
day, the full set of customer meter data for that peak day was extracted and used to generate the
relevant statistics (mean, standard deviation, 5th and 95th percentiles). For each statistic, a half
hourly profile statistic profile was generated.
Finally, the half hourly demand data for each customer was normalised according to annual
consumption. Here, the annual consumption for each customer was computed (ignoring missing
data, leading to a slight underestimate where half hourly demand data was missing). This was then
used to normalise each customer’s demand profile according to this annual total. The statistics were
then generated using the same peak days as identified above.
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4. Reesults and
a Ana
alysis
4.1
1.

Deemand Profiles
P

Demand
d profiles weere explored
d on monthhly, seasonal and day off the week basis. The following
f
figures rrepresent mo
onthly, seaso
onal and we ekday/weekkend demand
d for custom
mers in TC1b. Figure 1
shows th
he monthly profiles
p
for the mean dem
mand througghout the an
nalysis periodd.

Figurre 1: Monthlyy Average Dem
mand (1 Septe
ember 2011 to
t 30 August 22012)

It can b
be seen thatt the averagge demand pprofiles for each month
h were similaar with a distinctive
morningg rise betweeen 06:00 and
d 09:00, a peeak demand between 09:00 and 17:000 and a morre steady
decline in load afteer 17:00. Thiis result wass expected as
a it is the general
g
worrking hours for
f most
businessses.
As expected, the average daily demand
d
for all SMEs is highest
h
in th
he winter moonths of January and
mer months of July and August.
A
Februaryy and lowestt in the summ
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Figure 2 shows the seasonal
s
profiles for meaan demand throughout the analysis pperiod.

Figurre 2: Seasonal Average Dem
mand (1 September 2011 to
t 30 August 22012)

It can b
be seen that there is no
o discernablee seasonal variation
v
in load shape aand as expe
ected the
e winter and lowest demand occurred in high‐sum
mmer with demands
d
highest demand occcurred in the
a spring. The
T differennce between the seasona
able averagee demand fo
or winter
similar ffor autumn and
and high
h summer is more than 20%.
2
Figure 3 shows the weekday/we
w
eekend averaage demand throughout the analysis period.

Figure 3: Weekday/We
W
ekend Averagge Demand (1
1 September 2011
2
to 30 Auugust 2012)
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The curvves show th
he impact of additional load from the increase
ed use of coomputers an
nd office
equipmeent, lighting,, production processes e tc. during a workday
w
com
mpared to thhe weekend. Further
analysis was carried out to unde
erstand the consumption patterns fo
or different groups of cu
ustomers
ors, their tim
me of electrricity use, etc.).
e
Figure
e 4 shows thhe average demand
(e.g. diffferent secto
profiles for the diffeerent groupss of customeers in TC1b on
o a single rate
r
tariff. Itt can be seen that in
general,, the averagee demand of all the custoomer groups is highest be
etween 09:000 and 17:00.

Figure 44: Average Demand (1 Septtember 2011 tto 30 August 2012) for sing
gle site, singlee‐rate SME cu
ustomers

Figure 5 shows the average
a
dem
mand profiless for the diffe
erent groupss of customeers in TC1b on a multi
rate tariiff. In the case of SME customers onn a multi rate tariff, therre is a very l arge variatio
on in the
load pro
ofiles across the
t differentt SME groupss.

Figure 55: Average De
emand (1 Septtember 2011 to 30 August 2012) for single site, multii‐rate SME cu
ustomers
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Figure 6 depicts the average demand profiles for multi‐site SME customers on both single and multi‐
rate tariffs

Commercial/Office ‐ Single‐Rate Tariff

Public Sector and Other ‐ Single‐Rate Tariff

Commercial/Office ‐ Multi‐Rate Tariff

Public Sector and Other ‐ Multi‐Rate Tariff
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Figure 6: Average Demand (1 September 2011 to 30 August 2012) for multi‐site SME customers

It can be seen that in the case of the multi‐site customers on the single rate tariff, the average
demand for both customer types is highest between 09:00 and 17:00. In the case of multi‐rate SME
customers on a multi rate tariff, there is more of a variation in the load profiles but both customers
have their highest demand between 09:00 and 22:00.
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Figure 7 shows the average
a
dem
mand profiless by sector.

Figurre 7: Average Demand (1 S eptember 2011 to 30 Augu
ust 2012) by SSector

It can bee seen that the
t proportio
on of total e lectricity use
ed varies by sector with industrial bu
usinesses
average demand higghest betwee
en 08:30 andd 12:30, com
mmercial / offfice businessses highest between
12:30 an
nd 16:30 an
nd agriculturral, hunting, forestry and fishing businesses higghest betwee
en 16:30
and 08:330.
Figure 8 shows the average
a
dem
mand by size oof business.
1 ‐ 9 employe
ees

110 ‐ 49 employyees

50
5 ‐ 249 emplloyees
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Figure 8: Average
A
Dem
mand (1 Septe mber 2011 to
o 30 August 20
012) by size oof business

be seen thatt organisatio
ons with 500 – 249 emp
ployees have
e the higheest average demand,
It can b
suggestiing that the relationship
r
between nuumber of employees and electricity d emand is linear.
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Figure 9 shows the average demand by tariff type.
Single Rate Tariff

Multi Rate Tariff
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Figure 9: Average Demand (1 September 2011 to 30 August 2012) by Tariff type

It can be seen that customers on a multi rate tariff have a higher average demand than those on a
single rate tariff although the peak occurs for both sets of customers between the hours of 09:00
and 17:00.
Figure 10 shows the average demand for single and multi sites.
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Figure 10: Average Demand (1 September 2011 to 30 August 2012) by type of site
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4.2
2.

Peeak Dayss

The maxximum peakk demand day and (pote ntial) peak PV
P supply da
ay were anallysed. The maximum
m
demand
d day occurreed on the 8 February 20012 when the
e highest half‐hour dem and average
ed across
the grou
up occurred. The (potenttial) peak PV
V supply day occurred on
n the 1 July 22012. The re
esults are
shown in
n Figure 11.

Figu
ure 11: (a) 8 FFebruary 2012
2, (b) 1 July 2012
2
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Figure 111 shows, th
he peak dayss (and half hhour stamp) were (a) 8 February 20012 11:00 wiith mean
peak 6.119kW and (b
b) 1 July 2012 12:00 witth mean peak 2.24kW. For the peeak demand day, the
standard
d deviation ranges betw
ween 3.8 annd 8.4kW th
hroughout the day, sugggesting a significant
spread b
between cusstomers. This is not surpprising given
n the range of
o different customer tyypes, and
can be sseen by the significantly
s
higher
h
95th ppercentile de
emand level (ranging froom 8.5 to 22kkW).
For the (potential) peak
p
PV generation day, the standarrd deviation ranges betw
ween 2.4 and
d 4.6kW,
however the mean demand
d
rem
mains very staable through
hout the dayy. The 95th ppercentile de
emand is
much hiigher in this period, peaking at abouut 11kW bettween 11:30 and 14:30, but it is nott clear at
this poin
nt if this wou
uld be sufficie
ent to balancce out the ad
dditional pottential PV geeneration.
Figure 12 shows the normalised peak demannd days throughout the analysis
a
periood.

F
Figure
12: Norrmalised Peakk and Peak Po
otential PV Ge
eneration Dayys

One final anecdotee based on the minimuum peak acrross the yea
ar: the two peak minim
ma were
observed on 25 Deceember 2011 and 1 Januaary 2012.
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5. Conclusions and learning
The key observation from this analysis is that there is a very large variation in the demand profiles of
individual SMEs. They are heterogeneous in terms of their business activities, and hence also in
terms of their overall demand for power and the timing of that demand during the day. For SMEs
the daily demand profile tends to be shaped differently to domestic consumers, with a less
pronounced evening peak.
Power demand is driven by the SME’s specific business activity, which for many activities, may be
relatively more constant throughout the working day. However, in general, the demand profile
consists of an ‘up’ time between 09:00 and 17:00 (weekdays) and 08:00 and 16:00 (weekends), this
is particularly pronounced in the working week with more of a gentle ramp up and down on the
weekends. As expected, average daily demand is highest for all SMEs in the winter months of
January and February.
Overall, there is much less of a pronounced peak demand time than observed with the domestic
customers. Throughout the year, the average demand does change as expected with the seasons
(more demand during winter, less during summer), but the relative difference between these two
extremes is not great. Evidence also showed that peak intensity varies across different sectors.
The proportion of total electricity consumption concentrated in the evening peak is lower for
industrial businesses while businesses in Agriculture, Hunting & Forestry, and Fishing sectors
consume the most.
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7. Appendix
Variables
Test Cell
Number

No. within
Test Cell

SME 1.1

60

SME 1.2

120

SME 1.3

120

Commercial/Office

SME 1.4

120

Public Sector and Other

SME 1.5

60

Agriculture, Hunting and
Forestry; Fishing

SME 1.6

120

SME 1.7

120

SME 1.8

120

SME 1.9

60

SME 1.10

120

SME 1.11

120

Commercial/Office

SME 1.12

120

Public Sector and Other

SME 1.13

26

Agriculture, Hunting and
Forestry; Fishing

SME 1.14

52

SME 1.15

52

Commercial/Office

SME 1.16

52

Public Sector and Other

Single vs
Multi‐ site

Time of
Use

Size

Sector
Agriculture, Hunting and
Forestry; Fishing

1 ‐9
employees

Peak

10‐49
employees

Industrial

Industrial
Commercial/Office
Public Sector and Other

Single site

Agriculture, Hunting and
Forestry; Fishing
50‐249
employees

Off Peak

1‐9
employees

Industrial

Industrial
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Variables
Test Cell
Number

No. within
Test Cell

SME 1.17

26

SME 1.18

52

SME 1.19

52

Commercial/Office

SME 1.20

52

Public Sector and Other

SME 1.21

26

Agriculture, Hunting and
Forestry; Fishing

SME 1.22

52

SME 1.23

52

Commercial/Office

SME 1.24

52

Public Sector and Other

SME 1.25

160

Commercial/Office

Single vs
Multi‐ site

Time of
Use

Size

Sector
Agriculture, Hunting and
Forestry; Fishing

10‐49
employees

50‐249
employees

Industrial

Industrial

Peak
SME 1.26

155

SME 1.27

70

Public Sector and Other
Multi‐site
Commercial/Office
Off Peak

SME 1.28

65

TOTAL

2256

Public Sector and Other
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